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APA Full FAA CPL 
ME/JAA ATP A 

ACCELERATED FLIGHT 
 TRAINING   COURSE  

Student Information Form 
FAA CPL-ME/EASA ATPL Frozen Training in USA 

Name and Surname Ali YAPICI 
Address 2507 Sok 53/8 Manisa 45011 
E Mail ALIYAPICI@YAHOO.COM 
Passport Number / Expiration Date V21413195 
Cell Phone/ Home Tlf. +90 532 415 15 51 
Education (Diploma/Degree) License 

Next of Kin Contact Information 

Name/Surname: Hatice YAPICI 
Relationship: Mother 

Address: Above-Stated  

Phone: +90 (541) 496 05 51 

Have You Taken any English Test 
?List Here / Name Date Score 

8 weeks, English Course. 

Do you have financial proof and 
means to pay for your training 
tuition ? (Pls attach the bank 

statement approved-paperwork 
showing the name and signed/sealed) 

Yes 

 

Updated 12/12/2018 

English Proficiency test will done . He ll have to get more 8-Week English Class at 

Pompano Beach, LOT English Academy.  

Aviation Training Doc s sent. Will be sent 

Financial Proof Doc received.  

No any health Problem in terms of aviation med. Check.  

Total Payment will be transferred just after getting USA VISA. 

FAA CPL ME / JAA ATP Program (11 Months , 6 M USA, 5 M Turkey) 

  

 
Updated 12/12/2018 
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Dear Student  

Thank you for enrolling in one of the courses here at Amerika Pilot Akademisi (APA-

UNIBIR) USA. This hand book will guide you through the process of getting the I-20 / 

M1 (Student) Visa for entry into the United States of America and the TSA approval for 

flight training in USA. We also hope to make your stay more enjoyable with us while we 

outline a few of the rules, ensuring that you get the license that you are coming for.  

 

On the coming pages you will read about the steps you have to take so that your paper 

work is in order before you get to the border, and so that you are able to start training as 

soon as you get here. If you miss a step, there is every chance that your training start date 

will be delayed.  

 

Upon arrival  

When you eventually arrive here you will be met at the airport and be taken to the 

accommodation. Next days, Respectively, You will have familiarization flight, Simulator 

Training and Basic Ground Lessons and  You ll be introduced to flight school teams and 

your instructors, given a tour of the facilities, and then The people on duty in Flight 

Schools will sit down with you and explain your schedule.   

 

Accommodation 

Your accommodation will be arranged prior to arrival. You will get your sharing own 

bedroom with appliances. Place of accommodation is within easy walking or cycling 

distance from the flight school. That means You won’t be needing a small car. No Rental 

Expense. An accommodation agreement will be signed upon arrival and departure for 

expectations on housing requirements and procedures. 

 

Few students purchase or rental small cars when they arrive. The cost of a small car is 

$1500-2000. Local taxi/UBER/LIFT services can be arranged and Fares are 

approximately $1.5/2.00 per mile each way.    

 

There is a obligatory dress code at the school for all students...Should arrive at school in 

proper dress and groomed well.  

 

You’ll observe that All students and personal should respect and treat others with 

kindness at all times while here on flight campus.  

 

In a words, During the flight training, No Violence or Disrespectful situations will 

be tolerated. Immediate Termination will be granted. Pls Let the APA-UNIBIR 

coordinator know immediately, when You come across Any problems. 

 

Flight Training 

 

The Flight Training includes total 5 stages, such as PPL, IR, PIC, CPL-ME including 250 

Flight Hours in USA, (except for h holders of PPL from TURKEY and Europe)  and 
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Theory Training, Ground Lessons..  You ll have a checkride at the end of every stage 

with the FAA Examiner Pilot. It s very crucial to perform all stages on time. The program 

Amerika Pilot Akademisi (APA-UNIBIR) that has already tailored you is the one that 

will apply accordingly.  

 

 
 

Important Note: Flight stages and related flight hours aforementioned are the exact 

times and stages determined by Flight School and APA UNIBIR. Every student pilot 

must obey the time limits and complete the stages between the stated flight hours. You’re 

supposed to complete every stage on time. In case of exceeding determined flight 

hours, It s mandatory to pay the additional amount of money that has been flown. 

 

You will be scheduled by your instructor to fly once/twice a day, 5 or 6 days a week 

(only if TFR, weather and maintenance conditions apply).  You will have an instructor 

assigned to you just after the familiarization flight with APA CFII . If he or she is absent 

an instructor will be already arranged inline to take over instruction until they return. 

Your instructor will inform you if this occurs. This means that any minor details in your 

training will be picked up immediately and rectified. On the 5
th

-7thh days, you may be 

free to rest, or study for written examinations.  
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Please be aware that completing your license in a allocated time-frame (5 months, USA) 

requires intensive training and study. Being successful requires serious application on the 

part of the student as well as the ability to cope with the added stress of being in a foreign 

country.  The Pompano Beach and nearby area is full of famous beaches, entertainment 

centers, shopping and all manner of entertainment but you would be well advised to 

concentrate on your flying and only indulge yourself when all of your training is 

completed.    

 

We would ask you to arrive at the flight school in good time for your flight briefings.  

During the course of the day there will be time for self-study and you are urged to spend 

as much time as you can be reading and reviewing your notes and manuals.  

 

According to the needs, Evening ground school will be able to run from 1700-2100 hours 

Monday – Friday. Please make special aware when students are studying or are in class 

for a quiet atmosphere to achieve a successful learning environment for everyone. 

Amerika Pilot Akademisi (APA-UNIBIR) Program Director, UMIT OZTURK will 

always endeavor to complete your training on time; however, due to in-services ability 

and weather, discrepancies in flight school in some cases training can take longer. Don t 

worry.. It will be tolerated in the coming days by flying longer than scheduled. 

 

While maintenance department will always do their best to get you flying on time, there 

is, however, a need for responsibility, common sense and patience to prevail.    

 

We hope that you achieve all that you wish when you come to Florida.  If you have any 

queries or problems during your training please direct these to the attention of the 

respectively Flight Instructor (FI), Training Coordinator or the Operations Manager 

(Chief Pilot).  

 

 

Insurance  

 

All training aircrafts are insured for authorized flights.   

Due to having MI VISA, You will also be covered by insurance on flight stages by 

Jacobs Flight Services. 

Please make sure that you are adequately covered for your own personal travel – 

particularly if you are renting a car and medical insurance. But, Don’t forget All these 

expenses related rental car, purchasing car and its insurance are at your expense. 

 

Quality Control  

Each week, you will sit down with Coordinator / Liasion Personel (Umıt OZTURK) to 

talk about how you think your training is going. Moreover, You ll also obtain weekly 

performance reports from the instructor for the chief flight instructor or assistant to 

monitor. This is a good chance for you to hear how we think you are progressing through 

the course, and for us to monitor quality control. Of course if you have a problem of any 

kind, First of all The Flight School and then we are here to help, and we will always be 

available to listen to you. The urgent/immediate actions (failing, laziness, disregard, 

misbehaving, rudeness, all behaviors that disrupt harmony among APA UNIBIR students 
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ex.) will be called violation and taken necessary measures ıf needed to let the situation 

know the family/relatives.  

 

Course Payment 

If the conditions are set related to the English Proficiency, performed by AMERIKA 

PILOT AKADEMISI (APA-UNIBIR). As long as the result will be positive, You ll pay 

a first deposit, including Registration fee to AMERIKA PILOT AKADEMISI (APA-

UNIBIR). Once the deposit is paid, an account will be set up at the flight school in your 

name.  

 

Following the arrival to USA, The remaining payments will be fully deposited to the 

account of Amerika Pilot Akademisi (APA-UNIBIR) account just before coming to USA. 

During the flight training period in FLORIDA, You ll not be related to any fund issue. 

Amerika Pilot Akademisi (APA-UNIBIR)(Liasion Personel) will cover all transactions 

on behalf of you. It s strictly prohibited to talk about the financial terms between the 

students, for each students has a different program and flight hours. Your mainly task is 

to study a lot and improve the practice of Aviation English. APA UNIBIR will be 

providing all facilities to you in terms of document, simulator hours, ground lessons 

before commencing the course. 

 

 In case of breaking the agreement, both Amerika Pilot Akademisi (APA-UNIBIR) and 

Student Pilots have some responsibilities, If the agreement is broken by  Amerika Pilot 

Akademisi (APA-UNIBIR), related to any violation stated in this agreement, APA 

UNIBIR will pay the specified course fee or money left in the account within two months 

at the latest, If the agreement is broken by student, APA UNIBIR will pay the specified 

course fee or money left in the account within two months at the latest, by deducted % 25 

related to the  breach of agreement. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTE:  

As described above, In every stage, The fees that need to be paid to Flight School 

have been calculated for once.  By the end of each phase You will be flown with FAA 

Pilot Examiner to check your abilities called as CHECKRIDE. You re supposed to 

pass every check ride on time. All calculations were made based on the assumption 

that you pass test in your first checkride. 

 

If you fail at the checkride, You must need to pay again the fees related to  the FAA 

Examiner Pilot Fee,  Aircraft lease fee, additional flight fee for preparation. This 

issue must be of great importance to our candidates. 

If you get re-planning for failing your first checkride, You’re supposed to directly 

pay all fees related to next additional checkride flights to Flight School before 

checkride. Don’t Forget that Students cannot start the next stage of training without 

passing the previous stage. 

 

For personal expenses in USA, There are a few ways in which you can put funds onto 

your personal account. You can have funds directly wired to your bank account that will 

be opened up on arriving to Florida Or using Turkish credit card.  
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Food 

There are numerous restaurants and food outlets within walking distance in close 

proximity of your accommodation or flight school. Please OBEY that NO FOOD OR 

DRINKS IN CLASSROOM. There is a lounge that is adjacent that can be used for 

those purposes. Please dispose of your trash when returning to class. 

APA UNIBIR Students has been spending averagely 250 $ in terms of living expenses on 

monthly basis provided that They can cook and eat at home. 

 

 

M1 Visa Application (Individual Application to US Embassy) 

Turkish Citizens:  

 

Step 1: Check the I-20 for errors (Name, date of birth etc) 

 

Step 2: Go to the US Embassy Website  

http://istanbul.usconsulate.gov/non_academic_m1_m2.html  

 

Step 3: Complete forms DS-156 (2 pages) DS-157 (1 page) and DS158 (1 page) and then 

print the forms off. 

 

Step 4: Have a 2”x 2” passport photo taken (Note: size is crucial) attached to the DS-156  

 

Step 5: Visit your bank and pay the Application Fee 

 

Step 6: Call the US Embassy to schedule an appointment. 

 

Step 7: Arrive at least 30 minutes before the appointment at the US embassy with all the 

paperwork listed below:  

 

I-20 Form, DS-156 with photo, DS-157, DS-158. The letter we provided with the I-20 

(Sent to you by ProActive Aviation) Evidence of sufficient funds for your training 

Evidence of your intent to return to the Turkey (Home Country) after training Proof of 

payment of the Application Fee. Proof of SEVIS Fee Payment (Student and Exchange 

Visitor Information System) (Sent to you by ProActive Aviation.)  

Be prepared to spend at least 4 hours at the Embassy. You may be required to pay another 

fee for recorded shipping of your passport to your home. For more information, please 

visit http://travel.state.gov/visa/temp/types/types_1268.html#sevis  

 

 

 

Arriving in America 
 

You will fly with Airline from your location to MIAMI (MIA) via direct flight or 

layover. It will take totally 8 -13 hours to arrive at MIAMI. 

http://istanbul.usconsulate.gov/non_academic_m1_m2.html
https://studyinthestates.dhs.gov/glossary/E/#Exchange Visitor
https://studyinthestates.dhs.gov/glossary/E/#Exchange Visitor
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Don’t Forget..Custom Officer will be asking you Passport and I-20 Form, which are good 

enough to support evidence taken to the US Embassy (If asked – not always required).  

 

At the custom in MIAMI, As usual, You will then be finger printed and have your photo 

taken by TSA Personnel. Should you be selected for further questioning, you will be 

taken to a room where they will look over your documents more closely. Ensure that 

you have all your documents and that it is all in order prior to arrival and you will 

not experience this procedure.  

 

Once you have cleared immigration, you will then collect your bags and go through 

customs. Do not bring fruits or meats into the country. It will be confiscated if you do.  

 

Then you will make your way to West Palm Beach City Center and accommodation 

place. Your full travel and pick up arrangements, TSA and VISA Applications will be 

planning by AMERIKA PILOT AKADEMISI (APA-UNIBIR) in USA. 

 

Wishing you huge success in advance… 

 

Your destination address is as follows:  

Amerika Pilot Akademisi (APA-UNIBIR)  

2340 NE 17
th

 St. 33062 Pompano Beach FLORIDA 

Telephone:  00 1 407-729-6843 

 

Departure Check List  

Current Passport with more than 6 months remaining    

Visa attached inside  

I-20 Form  

Return Airline Tickets  

Evidence taken to US Embassy  

Travel Insurance  

Dollars in Cash  

JAA Medical Certificate (approved by Turkish Hospital) 

TSA Documents  

Credit Cards  

Suit Cases Labeled  

Any Training Books given by AMERIKA PILOT AKADEMISI (APA-UNIBIR) USA 

and already purchased. 

 

We look forward to welcoming you in Pompano Beach, Florida. Please call or email me 

at anytime for any questions or concerns. 

 

 

Flight Instructor /Program and Training Director 

Asst.Prof. Umit OZTURK jplt89@gmail.com   

 Pilot Training Program Coordinator / Instructor Pilot FAA/EASA (CFII) 

AMERIKA PILOT AKADEMISI (APA-UNIBIR) / FLORIDA 

mailto:jplt89@gmail.com
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I have received a AMERIKA PILOT AKADEMISI (APA-UNIBIR) Handbook. I have 

read and understood all information provided to me in the Student Handbook.  

 

 

ALİ YAPICI…………………………….. 

Student Pilot 

 

Course Description: 25 H Ground and SIM Training just before the Flight Training, FAA 

PPL Ground and Flight  Training , Endorsements, Instrument Ground Training,  IR, PIC 

and CPL-ME, 60 H Ground School at JFS  Total 56.000 $. 

 

IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ THIS HAND BOOK IN 
DETAIL AND THIS AGREMENT COMES INTO FORCE 
WITH THE ISSUING AND DELIVERING OF I20 PAPER. 
 


